
CDiPrecision Gunworks 

Bottom Metal Installation Instructions 
Step 1 - Inlet the stock to accept the CDi bottom metal unit. Stock shapes 
and lines can vary; the area of the bottom metal where the magazine goes is 
the area that should be flush to the bottom of the stock. The ends of the 
bottom metal may or may not sit completely flush depending on the stock’s 
shape. CDi offers stock inletting service with every bottom metal purchase 
for $60, shipping included. 

Step 2 - Assemble the stock and bottom metal to the barreled action with the 
provided new front and rear action screws. The provided screws are supplied 
oversized to fit several different stock and action combinations. Shorten the 
new screws as needed for a custom fit to your rifle. Torque the front and rear 
action screws to 65 inch pounds once the stock is assembled to the action. 

Step 3 - Install the AICS magazine into the bottom metal and adjust the 
length of the magazine release lever if necessary. The magazine should click 
into place snugly and must sit at the correct height to the barrel for proper 
round loading and operation. The magazine release lever is designed 
oversized for a custom fit to your rifle and may need to be shortened to 
obtain the correct magazine height. To shorten the magazine release lever 
use a 3/32” pin punch to remove the roll pin that holds the lever and free the 
lever. Shorten the lever with a file or a grinding wheel the same amount 
needed to lower the magazine for proper round loading in your rifle. 
Maintain the angle of the lever when shortening it. Reassemble the 
magazine release lever and check fit. CDi does not recommend any 
modifications to Accuracy International magazines. AI Magazines should 
never be machined, cut or ground for any reason.  Adjusting the feed 
lips for non-standard rounds is ok. 

Troubleshooting 

Issue: After installation of bottom metal and magazine the bolt will not close 
or operate properly, the bolt is hitting the action screw. 

Solution: The provided front and rear screws need to be shortened for a 
custom fit to your rifle. 



Issue: After installation of bottom metal the magazine does not latch or does 
not snap into place properly. 

Solution: The magazine release lever needs to be shortened to obtain proper 
magazine height in your rifle. 

Issue: Poor extraction or ejection of loaded rounds, when testing function 
after completed installation. 

Solution: These rifles are designed to extract and eject fired empty cases 
therefore anemic extraction and ejection of unfired rounds is normal. Use an 
empty case to test extraction and ejection. In addition, using snap caps for 
testing is also unreliable. 

Issue: Unreliable magazine function or operation when employing 
aftermarket copies of Accuracy International Magazines(C Products, etc.) 

Solution: CDi recommends the use of only genuine Accuracy International 
Magazines with our bottom metal. The use of aftermarket copies is 
unreliable due to lower manufacturing standards. If you install and adjust the 
bottom metal for an aftermarket copied magazine, then a genuine Accuracy 
International magazine may not function properly. 

Issue: The tips of the rounds are hitting the action underneath the feed ramp 
and getting stuck. 

Solution: Make a small relief cut in the center of the feed ramp. This will 
allow longer ammunition to pass the action properly. 

Issue: When running WSM rounds (RSAUM) in a .308 AICS magazine the 
rounds are not sitting high enough to enable the bolt to pick up the rounds. 

Solution: Adjust the magazine feed lips out slightly to accommodate the 
WSM rounds. 

We can be reached at 941-961-3185 or email: cdi@cdignition.com 
We hope you enjoy your rifle with our bottom metal and magazines. If you 
have any questions about our product or the installation process please 
contact us for assistance. We are her to help and happy to do it. Thank you 
for your business! 
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